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Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Owl Finger painting
Exploring paint through

finger painting,
children describe

colours and textures
and discuss their

creations.

Outdoor painting
Collecting materials
and objects from
nature to make

painting tools; children
use these to create

abstract and figurative
art.

Painting to music
Using paint to record
emotional responses
to different pieces of

music, creating exciting
and expressive

paintings.

Collage and transient
art

Creating unique
collages and transient

art through
independent

exploration of mixed
media resources.

Landscape collage
Developing an

understanding of
collage, children create
landscape collages

inspired by the work of
Megan Coyle.

Ground art
Working

collaboratively,
children create a large
group painting inspired

by the colours and
patterns of fireworks.

Hedgehog Tube towers

To roll paper to make
3D structures.

3D drawings

To shape paper to
make a 3D drawing

Tree of life

To apply
paper-shaping skills to
make an imaginative

sculpture.

Giant spider model:
Part 1

To work collaboratively
to plan and create a

sculpture.

Giant spider mode:
Part 2

To apply painting skills
when working in 3D.

POP Task

Fox

Badger Exploring Ancient
Egyptian art

To investigate the
style, pattern and
characteristics of

Ancient Egyptian art.

Designing scrolls

To apply design skills
inspired by the style of
an ancient civilisation.

Making paper

To apply
understanding of

ancient techniques to
construct a new

material.

Scroll making

To apply drawing and
painting skills in the
style of an ancient

civilisation.

Making zines

To apply an
understanding of

Egyptian art to develop
a contemporary

response.

POP Task

Otter

Robin Space imagery

To explore the purpose
and effect of imagery.

Drawing decisions

To understand and
explore decision
making in creative

processes.

Teis Albers

To develop drawn
ideas through
printmaking.

A vision of the future

To test and develop
ideas using
sketchbooks.

Revisiting ideas

To apply
understanding of

drawing processes to
revisit and improve

ideas.

POP Task

Deer




